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Component Maintenance Working Group Update

Phase 4

- Monthly Meetings (please see the [Samvera Confluence page](#))
- Six Members
  - Emory University
  - Indiana University
  - Data Curation Experts
  - UC Santa Barbara
  - Princeton University
  - (also with much assistance from U. of Notre Dame)
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Current Maintenance

- **Community Sprint**
  - June 9th - June 12th
  - Led with participation and massive assistance from Notch8
    - Investment in onboarding strategies
    - Review (and publishing) of legacy Gem releases
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Planned Future Work

- Reviewing the GitHub Project Board
  - [https://github.com/orgs/samvera/projects/3](https://github.com/orgs/samvera/projects/3)
  - The Chair must lead the WG in auditing existing Components
  - The Chair and WG will set milestones from the previous community sprint

- Rescheduling for Future Meetings

- Future Community Sprints
Community Resources

- We are continually grateful for any and all forms of contribution
- Please contact us in the #component-maintenance Slack Channel

Thank You For Your Patience!